2018-2019 Academic Year
Student Council and Curriculum Committee Representatives Listing

**M4 Class Officers**
President – Andrey Suprun
Vice-President – Heather Lesch
Treasurer – Robert Le
Secretary – Ashley Goordeen

**M3 Class Officers**
President – Cole Friedes
Vice-President – Lacie Turnbull
Treasurer – Srikar Reddy
Secretary – Nimai Patel

**M2 Class Officers**
President – Kevin Petersen
Vice-President – Evan Johnson
Treasurer – Robert Pell
Secretary – Ellie Pernicone

**M1 Class Officers**
President – Cristina Cabrera
Vice-President – Matthew Abrams
Treasurer – Margaret Kennedy
Secretary – Gabriela Castro

**Student Professional Conduct Council**
Chair – Garrett Stolzfus
Vice-Chair – Gabriel Williams
M1 Rep – Brandon Foley
M1 Rep – Michael Orlando
M2 Rep – Emily Macauley
M2 Rep – Joe Skowronsiki
M3 Rep – Daniel Kwak
M3 Rep – Lahari Tumuluri
M4 Rep – Dane Lyman

**Program Evaluation Subcommittee Representatives**
Primary – Laura Chilcutt (M4), George Cheeseman (M3), Alexandra Csortan (M2), Tanner Harding (M1)
Alternate(s) – Arron Smith (M4), Angela Sterling (M4), Alex Cronkite (M3), Skylar Klager (M2), Shelby Aughtman (M1)

**M1/M2 Subcommittee Representatives**
Primary – Meena Kanhai (M2), Patrick Kroenung (M1)
Alternate(s) – Kristen Hosang (M2), Anuj Kunadia (M1)

**M3/M4 Subcommittee Representatives**
Primary – Angela Sterling (M4), Jason Day (M3)
Alternate – Garrett Stolzfus (M4), Arjun Patel (M3)

**Organization of Student Representatives (OSR)**
Sienmi Du (M4)
Michael Katzen (M4)
John Kennedy (M3)
Brad James (M2)

**COMPASS Committee Representatives**
Jais Emmanuel (M4)
Eric Wilson (M3)
Rachel Hanke (M2)
Tabi Eckert (M1)

Curriculum Committee Representatives
Primary – Katie Brennan (M4), Melissa Kendall (M3), Simeon Thibeaux (M2), Benjamin Daines (M1)
Alternate – Jake Altier (M4), Aaron Pollock (M3), Trynthia Mikhail (M2), Stephanie Erickson (M1)
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